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A deep ultraviolet plasmonic structure is designed and a surface plasmon interference lithography method
using the structure is proposed to generate large-area periodic nanopatterns. By exciting the anti-symmetric
coupled surface plasmon polaritons in the structure, ultrahigh resolution periodic patterns can be formed in
a photoresist. The resolution of the generated patterns can be tuned by changing the refractive index and
thickness of the photoresist. We demonstrate numerically that one-dimensional and two-dimensional
patterns with a half-pitch resolution of 14.6 nm can be generated in a 25 nm-thick photoresist by using the
structure under 193 nm illumination. Furthermore, the half-pitch resolution of the generated patterns can
be down to 13 nm if high refractive index photoresists are used. Our findings open up an avenue to push the
half-pitch resolution of photolithography towards 10 nm.

O
ptical lithography is the most widely used technique for fabricating large-area integrated devices.
However, the resolution of conventional photolithography techniques is limited by the diffraction of
light, which makes it difficult for them to meet the demand of fabricating ultrahigh density integrated

devices. To overcome this problem, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) have been used for lithography. The
superlens imaging lithography1–7, which uses SPPs to amplify evanescent waves to achieve a sub-diffraction-limit
resolution, is a promising plasmonic lithography technique. Although this technique has a higher resolution than
conventional photolithography techniques, it still faces some obstacles such as the difficulty of fabricating
ultrahigh resolution masks. Recently, a superlens system8 used for lithography was proposed to reduce the
difficulty in the fabrication of masks by demagnification imaging, but its complex structure leads to an engin-
eering challenge.

The focused plasmon beam lithography9, which uses a focused plasmon beam generated from a plasmonic lens
to generate patterns, is a maskless plasmonic lithography technique and hence completely solve the problems
involved with masks. By optimizing the structure of the plasmonic lens, its resolution has been improved to
22 nm10. However, it becomes difficult to further improve the resolution of this technique due to the facts that the
focused spot size of a plasmonic lens increases with increasing its focal depth and the decay of SPPs increases with
reducing their wavelengths.

The surface plasmon interference lithography11–19, which can employ the interference effect of SPPs to generate
sub-diffraction-limit patterns, which is due to the fact that SPPs have a larger wave vector than light waves of the
same frequency11,12, is perhaps the most promising plasmonic lithography technique for fabricating large-area
periodic structures such as an array of nanoparticles20,21, an array of nanoholes22,23, and an array of nanowires24–26.
Since dielectric-metal multilayer structures support ultra-short wavelength SPPs, the surface plasmon interfer-
ence lithography method (SPILM) using an 8 pairs of GaN and Al multilayer becomes the highest-resolution
SPILM among previous SPILMs15. This SPILM can produce 16.5 nm half-pitch one-dimensional (1D) patterns
with an image contrast of about 0.2 under 193 nm illumination. However, because the image contrasts of the
higher-resolution patterns produced by this SPILM are below 0.2, which don’t satisfy the minimum requirement
for photoresists, its resolution can’t be further improved. It is imperative to overcome the fundamental limitations
on the resolution of previous plasmonic lithography techniques for obtaining a higher resolution.

In this paper, a deep ultraviolet plasmonic structure is designed and a SPILM using this structure is proposed to
produce ultrahigh resolution patterns with a sufficient image contrast for photoresists. Because the designed
structure supports anti-symmetric coupled SPPs with ultra-short wavelengths, the half-pitch resolution of the
produced patterns can go beyond 15 nm. Although the proposed SPILM needs a mask, the pitch resolution of the
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mask is at least two times lower than that of the produced patterns,
which can reduce the fabrication difficulty of masks.

Results and Discussion
A schematic of the deep ultraviolet plasmonic structure is shown in
Figure 1. This structure consists of an Al grating, an Al2O3 spacer
layer, and two Al films separated by a photoresist (PR) layer. The Al
grating is located at the bottom surface of a SiO2 substrate, and its
openings are filled with Al2O3. The Al2O3 spacer layer is sandwiched
between the Al grating and the upper Al film. The lower Al film is
coated on a Si substrate. The thicknesses of the Al grating, the Al2O3

spacer layer, the upper Al film, the PR layer and the lower Al film are
denoted by d1, d2, d3, d4 and d5, respectively. Al is chosen as the metal

material of the plasmonic structure because its dielectric constant has
a highly negative real part and its absorption is low in the deep
ultraviolet band, which are beneficial to exciting SPPs.

The Al grating is used as a mask. We use a one-dimensional (1D)
grating mask to illustrate the principle of the proposed SPILM. A
two-dimensional (2D) grating mask can be considered as a combina-
tion of two 1D grating masks. We assume that the openings of the 1D
grating extend in the z direction. The period and opening width of
the 1D grating are denoted by Px and wx, respectively. The PR layer
and the two Al films form a plasmonic waveguide. The dispersion
relations of the coupled SPPs whose propagation directions are per-
pendicular to the yz plane in the plasmonic waveguide are given by27
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where e represents the dielectric constant, and k2
i ~b2{k2

0ei for i 5 3
(Al) and i 5 4 (PR). k0 is the wavenumber of light in free space, b is
the wavenumber of the coupled SPPs. Since the wavenumber of the
anti-symmetric coupled SPPs is larger than that of the symmetric
coupled SPPs, the anti-symmetric coupled SPPs are used for
lithography.

When a TM plane wave normally illuminates the 1D grating,
diffracted waves with wavenumber kg can be produced. kg is
expressed as kg 5 2mp/Px, where m is the order of diffracted waves.
Two anti-symmetric coupled SPPs with opposite propagation direc-
tions can be excited by the 6mth order diffracted waves when the
following condition is satisfied:

Re(b)~ kg
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The two anti-symmetric coupled SPPs can form interference pat-
terns in the PR layer. The pitch resolution of the interference patterns
is p/Re(b), so the pitch resolution of the mask is at least two times

Figure 1 | Cross section of the deep ultraviolet plasmonic structure. The

SiO2 layer, the Al grating layer with thickness d1, the Al2O3 spacer layer

with thickness d2, the upper Al film with thickness d3, the photoresist (PR)

layer with thickness d4, the lower Al film with thickness d5 and the Si layer

extend in both the z direction and the x direction. The pink arrows show

the propagation direction of the incident plane wave. The pink curves in

the PR layer represent coupled SPPs.

Figure 2 | (a) Normalized electric field intensity distribution of the plasmonic structure. (b) Cross sections of the normalized electric field intensity at y 5

25 nm, 212.5 nm and 220 nm. (c) Distribution of normalized x component of the electric field Ex/ | E0 | . (d) Distribution of normalized y component of

the electric field Ey/ | E0 | . Geometric parameters of the plasmonic structure are set as follows: Px 5 58.2 nm, wx 5 21 nm, d1 5 30.5 nm, d2 5 18 nm, d3 5

22 nm, d4 5 25 nm and d5 5 25 nm.
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lower than that of the interference patterns. The interference patterns
can be recorded in the PR layer and be transferred into the lower Al
film. Then, the Si substrate can be patterned by using the patterned
Al film as a mask.

A feasible lithography process using the deep ultraviolet plasmo-
nic structure is described as follows. First, the Al grating mask is
fabricated on the bottom surface of the SiO2 substrate by using
atomic layer deposition, electronic beam lithography and reactive
ion etching24,26. Second, the Al2O3 spacer layer and the upper Al film
are integrated on the Al grating mask of the SiO2 substrate by using
atomic layer deposition26 or E-beam evaporation28. The integrated
structure consisting of the SiO2 substrate, the Al grating mask, the
Al2O3 spacer layer and the upper Al film is simply called mask stack.
Thirdly, the lower Al film is fabricated on the top surface of the Si
substrate by using atomic layer deposition26. Fourthly, the PR layer is
coated on the top surface of the lower Al film. Fifthly, the upper
Al film of the mask stack is placed on the PR layer with the help
of air pressure28. Sixthly, the mask stack is removed when the expo-
sure of the PR layer is completed. After development, the patterns
can be formed in the PR layer. The patterns of the PR layer can
be transferred into the lower Al film on the Si substrate by using
reactive ion etching24. Lastly, the patterns of the lower Al film which
acts as a metal mask can be transferred into the Si substrate by
using dry etching26. Similar lithography processes using metal-
potoresist-metal multilayer structures were successfully realized in
experiments28–30.

Numerical simulations with the finite-element method for 1D
masks and with the finite-difference time-domain method for 2D
masks are performed to demonstrate the proposed SPILM.
Some key physical quantities are defined as follows. The nor-
malized electric field intensity is defined as jEj2/jE0j2, where E0 is
the incident electric field. The image contrast is defined as
( Ej j2max{ Ej j2min)=( Ej j2maxz Ej j2min). The wavelength of the incident
light in free space is set to 193 nm. At this wavelength, the dielectric
constants of SiO2, Al2O3, Al and Si are 2.44, 3.74, 24.8410.50i and
26.9414.91i, respectively31,32. The dielectric constant of common
193 nm PRs is 2.8933,34.

We first use a 1D grating mask to generate 1D periodic patterns.
The thickness d4 of the PR layer is set to be d4 5 25 nm, which can be
achieved in practical lithography10,28. We use the 61order diffracted
waves to excite the anti-symmetric coupled SPPs. According to Eq.
(1), the normalized wavenumber Re(b)/k0 of the anti-symmetric
coupled SPPs is 3.3171 for d4 5 25 nm. Thus, we set Px 5

58.2 nm according to Eq. (3). Other parameters of the plasmonic
structure are the same as in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows the normal-
ized electric field intensity distribution of the plasmonic structure. It
can be seen that a uniform 1D periodic pattern is formed in the PR
layer. The half-pitch resolution of this pattern is 14.6 nm. The cross
sections of the normalized electric field intensity at y 5 25 nm,

212.5 nm and 220 nm are shown in Figure 2(b). The image con-
trasts at y 5 25 nm, 212.5 nm and 220 nm are 0.52, 0.91 and 0.54,
respectively. These image contrasts are larger than the minimum
contrast (0.4) required for positive PRs and are larger than the min-
imum contrast (0.2) required for negative PRs15,35. Therefore, the
generated 1D periodic pattern can be recorded in the PR layer.

The phenomenon that the interference pattern with an ultrahigh
resolution formed by the anti-symmetric coupled SPPs has relatively
high image contrasts in the PR layer can be explained as follows. The
interference pattern of the Ex component and that of the Ey compon-
ent have a half pitch shift (i.e., p/[2Re(b)]) in the x direction since the
Ex component and Ey component of a SPP have a phase difference of
p/2, which are reflected in Figures 2(c) and 2(d). In addition, jExj/jEyj
goes to 1 when the wavenumber of SPPs goes to 1‘16. Therefore, the
image contrast of a higher resolution plasmonic interference pattern
will be very low if the lower Al film is removed. However, for the
plasmonic structure, the lower Al film leads to the interference
between the forward SPPs from the upper Al film and the reflected
SPPs from the lower Al film in the y direction. At the interface
between the PR layer and the lower Al film, the Ex component of
the reflected SPPs has a p phase shift, whereas the Ey component of
the reflected SPPs has no phase shift. Thus, the interference between

Figure 3 | The normalized wavenumber Re(b)/k0 of the anti-symmetric
coupled SPPs (a) as a function of the thickness d4 of the PR layer and (b) as
a function of the dielectric constant e4 of the PR layer. The operating

wavelength l0 (52p/k0) is fixed at 193 nm. The dielectric constant e4 of the

PR layer is 2.89 in (a). The thickness d4 of the PR layer is 25 nm in (b).

Figure 4 | (a) Normalized electric field intensity distribution for d4 5

30 nm. Some parameters of the structure are set as follows: e4 5 2.89, Px 5

61.8 nm, wx 5 21.5 nm, d1 5 31 nm,d2 5 18 nm, d3 5 22 nm and d5 5

25 nm. (b) Normalized electric field intensity distribution for d4 5 35 nm.

Some parameters of the structure are set as follows: e4 5 2.89, Px 5

64.5 nm, wx 5 22.5 nm, d1 5 31.5 nm, d2 5 18 nm, d3 5 22 nm and d5 5

25 nm. (c) Normalized electric field intensity distribution for e4 5 2.56.

Some parameters of the structure are set as follows: Px 5 64.9 nm, wx 5

22.5 nm, d1 5 31.5 nm, d2 5 18 nm, d3 5 22 nm, d4 5 25 nm and d5 5

25 nm. (d) Normalized electric field intensity distribution for e4 5 3.24.

Some parameters of the structure are set as follows: Px 5 51.7 nm, wx 5

18 nm, d1 5 29.5 nm, d2 5 18 nm, d3 5 22 nm, d4 5 25 nm and d5 5

25 nm.
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the forward SPPs and the reflected SPPs in the PR layer is nearly
destructive for the Ex component and constructive for the Ey com-
ponent, as shown in Figures 2(c) and 2(d). As a result, the high
resolution patterns produced by the designed plasmonic structure
can have a relatively high image contrast. Since SPPs decay with the
distance away from the Al-PR interfaces, the image contrast is larger
at the longitudinal center of the PR layer than that near the surfaces
of the PR layer.

According to Eq.(1), the half-pitch resolution of the produced
interference patterns can be tuned by changing the thickness and
the dielectric constant (or the refractive index) of the PR layer. As
shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the normalized wavenumber
Re(b)/k0 of the anti-symmetric coupled SPPs increases as the thick-
ness d4 of the PR layer decreases and that increases as the dielectric
constant e4 of the PR layer increases, which mean that the half-pitch
resolution of the produced interference patterns can be improved by
reducing the thickness d4 of the PR layer and increasing the dielectric
constant e4 (or the refractive index n) of the PR layer. Note that the
relationship between the refractive index n and dielectric constant e4

of the PR layer is given by n~
ffiffiffiffi
e4
p

. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the
normalized electric field intensity distributions for d4 5 30 nm and
d4 5 35 nm. The half-pitch resolutions of produced 1D periodic
patterns are 15.5 nm for d4 5 30 nm and 16.1 nm for d4 5

35 nm, and the image contrasts at the longitudinal centers of PR
layers are 0.89 for d4 5 30 nm and 0.84 for d4 5 35 nm.
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the normalized electric field intensity
distributions for e4 5 2.56 (n 5 1.6) and e4 5 3.24 (n 5 1.8). The
half-pitch resolutions of produced 1D periodic patterns are 16.2 nm
for e4 5 2.56 and 12.9 nm for e4 5 3.24, and the image contrasts at
the longitudinal centers of PR layers are 0.96 for e4 5 2.56 and 0.85
for e4 5 3.24. These results verify that the half-pitch resolution of the

produced patterns can be tuned while keeping the operating wave-
length the same, which is useful for practical applications. These
results also imply that if the refractive index n of the PR layer is larger
than 1.8 for the case d4 5 25 nm, the half-pitch resolution of the
produced patterns can be down to 12.9 nm.

We next use a 2D grating mask to generate 2D periodic patterns. A
3D View of the plasmonic structure is shown in Figure 5(a). The
periods of the 2D grating are Px in the x direction and Pz in the z
direction, and its opening widths are wx in the x direction and wz the z
direction. For simplicity, we set Px 5 Pz and wx 5 wz. The
momentum matching condition for exciting SPPs with 2D grating
masks is given by

b
I

~i
2p

Px
e
I

xzj
2p

Pz
e
I

z ð4Þ

where b
I

is the wave vector of the anti-symmetric coupled SPPs, i is
the order of diffracted waves in the x direction, and j is the order of
diffracted waves in the z direction. The magnitude of the wave vector
b can be obtained with Eq. (1). To excite SPPs of different propaga-
tion directions, circularly polarized light is used. As shown in
Figure 5(a), circularly polarized light normally illuminates the 2D
grating. We set Re(b) 5 2p/Px 5 2p/Pz, so two coupled SPPs whose
propagation directions are perpendicular to the yz plane and two
coupled SPPs whose propagation directions are perpendicular to
the yx plane can be excited. These four SPPs can interfere and hence
generate a 2D periodic pattern in the PR layer. The thickness and
dielectric constant of the PR layer are set to be d4 5 25 nm and e4 5

2.89. Note that the PR layer is from y 5 225 nm to y 5 0 nm. Other
parameters of the plasmonic structure are the same as in Figure 5.
The normalized electric field intensity distributions in the xz plane at

Figure 5 | (a) 3D view of the plasmonic structure. (b) Normalized electric field intensity distribution in the xz plane at y 5 25 nm. (c) The same

as in (b) but at y 5 212.5 nm. (d) The same as in (b) but at y 5 220 nm. Some parameters of the structure are set as follows: Px 5 Pz 5 58.2 nm, wx 5 wz

5 23 nm, d1 5 45 nm, d2 5 12 nm, d3 5 28 nm and d5 5 25 nm.
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y 5 25 nm, y 5 212.5 nm and y 5 220 nm are shown in
Figures 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d), respectively. It can be seen that 2D
patterns with a half-pitch resolution of 14.6 nm in both x and z
directions are produced. Note that Figures 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d) only
show two periods of patterns in both x and z directions. It can be also
seen that the area between two bright spots in a row or a column is
not dark, which is due to the fact that the interferences among the
four SPPs are not all destructive in this area. The minimum image
contrasts at y 5 25 nm, y 5 212.5 nm and y 5 220 nm are about
0.20, 0.26 and 0.20, respectively. These mean that if the PR is a
negative PR, bright spots may be recorded in the area from y 5

220 nm to y 5 25 nm. The maximum image contrasts at y 5

25 nm, y 5 212.5 nm and y 5 220 nm are about 0.42, 0.66 and
0.46, respectively. These mean that if the PR is a positive PR, dark
spots may be recorded in the area from y 5 220 nm to y 5 25 nm.

In summary, we have designed a deep ultraviolet plasmonic struc-
ture and proposed a SPILM using the designed structure. We have
demonstrated numerically that 1D and 2D periodic patterns with a
half-pitch resolution of 14.6 nm can be produced in a 25nm-thick PR
layer under 193 nm illumination by using grating masks with a pitch
resolution of 58.2 nm. We have also demonstrated numerically that
if a 25nm-thick PR layer with a refractive index of 1.8 is used, the
half-pitch resolution of the produced patterns can reach 12.9 nm.
The half-pitch resolution of the proposed SPILM can be further
improved by increasing the refractive index of the PR and reducing
the thickness of the PR. The proposed SPILM has the potential for
fabricating large-area periodic nanostructures, which were widely
used in fields such as electromagnetic polarization manipulation24–26,
strong-field emission36,37, wavelength-selective photocurrent
enhancement38 and surface-enhanced Raman scattering39. Our find-
ings open up an avenue to push the half-pitch resolution of photo-
lithography towards 10 nm.

Methods
FEM simulations were performed with COMSOL for 1D grating masks. In the case of
1D grating masks, periodic boundary conditions are used in the x direction and
perfectly matched layers are used in the y direction. FDTD simulations were per-
formed with OptiFDTD for 2D grating masks. In the case of 2D grating masks,
periodic boundary conditions are used in both the x direction and the z direction and
perfectly matched layers are used in the y direction. Equation (1) was solved with
MATLAB.
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